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CharlesTaylorTrial.org (The Hague)
Thursday, 21 October 2010
Liberia: Judges Order Prosecutors to Disclose Exculpatory Material and Payments Suggesting That
AFRC Leader Johnny Paul Koroma Was Not Killed By Charles Taylor
Alpha Sesay
On Wednesday, October 20, 2010, the Special Court for Sierra Leone judges in The Hague ordered prosecutors to
disclose exculpatory evidence in their possession that suggests Charles Taylor did not order the execution of Johnny
Paul Koroma, the former leader of Sierra Leone's military junta, the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).
The decision stems out of the "Defense Motion for Disclosure of Exculpatory Information Relating to DCT-032"
that was filed by Mr. Taylor's defense lawyers on September 24, 2010.
In the motion, defense lawyers alleged that DCT-032, a defense witness for Mr. Taylor, was previously a potential
prosecution witness who spoke extensively to prosecution investigators about the alleged death of Mr. Koroma. The
witness, who later became a defense witness informed defense lawyers about the information he gave to prosecutors
regarding the alleged death of Mr. Koroma, payments made to him by prosecutors for him to cooperate with their
investigators, and a letter that was written to him by the former Chief Prosecutor of the Special Court for Sierra
Leone, Stephen Rapp, indemnifying him of any criminal prosecutions for his cooperation. These actions by
prosecutors, defense lawyers said, were meant to induce the witness to give false testimony against Mr. Taylor. The
witness himself admitted to defense lawyers that he was "making up the story in order to get money from the
Prosecution."
During the presentation of the prosecution's case, it was alleged that Mr. Taylor ordered the execution of several
persons who had knowledge of his dealings with Sierra Leonean rebel forces. One such person who was allegedly
executed on Mr. Taylor's orders was AFRC leader Mr. Koroma. Witnesses who testified about the execution of Mr.
Koroma on Mr. Taylor's orders included Mr. Taylor's former Vice President Moses Blah, former member of Mr.
Taylor's National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) rebel group Joseph Zig Zag Marzah, and a protected witness,
TFI-375. Though these witnesses did not claim to be present when Mr. Koroma was executed, their evidence
implicated several other persons who were subordinates to Mr. Taylor. One subordinate mentioned as being among
those who carried out the murder of Mr. Koroma in Foya, Liberia, was DCT-032, the witness who is the subject of
the defense motion.
According to the defense motion, when prosecutors were investigating the alleged murder of Mr. Koroma in 2008,
they contacted DCT-032, who provided them with information regarding the death of the former AFRC leader and
his burial site somewhere in Lofa County, Liberia. Following the disclosure of such information, prosecutors
carried out exhumations at two burial sites which were identified by DCT-032. DNA tests were carried out on the
remains that were exhumed, but they did not match Mr. Koroma's DNA.
In their motion, defense lawyers argued that based on the information provided to prosecutors by DCT-032, Mr.
Koroma may well be still alive. They argued further that based on information provided to them by DCT-032, the
payments that were made to him and the indemnity letter that was written to him by prosecutors were meant to
induce him to provide false testimony against Mr. Taylor.
The details of the information provided to prosecutors by DCT-032, the results of the DNA tests, the payments, and
the indemnity letter provided to the witness by prosecutors "suggest the innocence of the Accused or mitigate his
guilt or may affect the credibility of the prosecution evidence," defense lawyers said. Such information must have
been disclosed by the prosecution to the defense according to the Court's Rules of Procedure and Evidence, defense
lawyers argued. They therefore asked the judges to now order the prosecution to make the necessary disclosures and
provide an explanation as to why such material details were never disclosed to the defense.
In response, prosecutors asked the judges to dismiss the defense motion as it was "unfounded and [that] the
information requested is not exculpatory." Prosecutors further argued in their response that while they had honored
all their disclosure obligations under the court's rules, such disclosure obligations do not require them to operate an
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"open door policy." Prosecutors also said that DCT-032 was never listed as a prosecution witness. He was only
used as a source, and there is no obligation that payments or promises made to sources must be disclosed,
prosecutors argued.
On October 20, 2010, the judges dismissed the prosecution's arguments and ruled in favor of the defense.
According to the judges, the fact that DCT-032's name was mentioned as a key player in the alleged execution of
Mr. Koroma and the subsequent information provided by him to prosecutors about his background, his role in the
Sierra Leone and Liberian conflicts, and his participation in the alleged murder of Mr. Koroma, including the
latter's burial site (whether true or false), proves that he was a potential prosecution witness and not merely a
source. The judges further said that based on the payments that were made to the witness and the letter that was
written by the former Chief Prosecutor assuring the witness that he would not be prosecuted, it is clear that the
prosecution intended to seek DCT-032's cooperation, including his testimony. These actions by prosecutors, the
judges said, were not done because DCT-032 was a source, but rather because he was a potential prosecution
witness.
"The Trial Chamber opines that the Prosecution payments were not used to buy information from a source, but
rather were given to a potential witness for his own benefit," the judges said in their decision.
"Accordingly, the Trial Chamber holds that prior to his listing as a Defense witness, Witness DCT-032 was for all
intents and purposes, a potential Prosecution witness, notwithstanding that he was never listed by the Prosecution as
such."
The judges also agreed with defense lawyers that "the fact that the Prosecution interviewed this alleged murderer
and that he led them to a grave or grave sites that later turned out not to be that of Johnny Paul Koroma is relevant
to the issue of whether Johnny Paul Koroma is dead or alive, and may affect the credibility of the Prosecution
evidence."
The judges said the fact also that DCT-032 was unable to provide the prosecution with adequate information
regarding the death of Mr. Koroma "despite being promised 5000 United States Dollars and indemnity against
criminal prosecution, is potentially exculpatory in that it may affect the credibility of the Prosecution evidence"
alleging his (DCT-032) involvement in the alleged killing of Mr. Koroma.
"This information with respect to the Prosecution investigation should therefore also have been disclosed to the
defense," the judges said.
The judges concluded their decision by ordering the prosecution to disclose:
Full details of all investigations carried out by the Prosecution into the alleged death of Mr. Koroma including
results of DNA tests carried out on corpses exhumed from graves identified by DCT-032.
Full details of all monies that were given to DCT-032.
An original duplicate copy of the letter of indemnity against criminal prosecution that was written to the witness by
former Chief Prosecutor Stephen Rapp.
In another motion, defense lawyers have asked the judges to order the setting up of an investigation into the conduct
of the Office of the Prosecutor during the gathering of evidence against Mr. Taylor. Defense lawyers allege in their
motion that prosecution investigators bribed witnesses to testify against Mr. Taylor and that in some cases, potential
witnesses were intimated and physically assaulted to elicit information from them against Mr. Taylor. A decision on
this motion is expected soon.
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Human Rights Watch
2010 Report

Sierra Leone
Throughout 2009 the government of President Ernest Bai Koroma made notable progress in addressing
endemic corruption and weak rule of law, thus distancing Sierra Leone further from the issues that gave
rise to its 11-year armed conflict that ended in 2002. However persistent weaknesses within the police and
judiciary, and several risk factors—notably the global economic crisis, high unemployment, and growing
insecurity in neighboring Guinea— illuminated the fragility of these gains.
An outbreak of politically motivated violence between supporters of the ruling All People’s Congress and
the Sierra Leone People’s Party in early 2009 showed the weakness of the Sierra Leone police and
judiciary, which failed to adequately investigate and hold accountable those responsible. However, swift
reconciliation efforts by the President avoided a deepening of the crisis.
Through the efforts of the United Nations-mandated Special Court for Sierra Leone, there was significant
progress in achieving accountability for war crimes committed during the country’s civil war. However,
there was little improvement in access to key economic rights including healthcare and primary education.
Sierra Leoneans suffer the highest maternal mortality rates in the world.
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Voice of America
Friday, October 22, 2010
Kenya Urged to Arrest Sudan President During Visit
Civil and human rights groups have sent Kenya’s president a letter calling for the arrest of Sudan’s
President Omar al-Bashir on war crimes charges during his upcoming visit.
Human Rights Watch said Thursday, more than 20 groups signed the letter addressed to President Mwai
Kibaki.
His counterpart, President Bashir, is expected to travel to Kenya within a few weeks for a meeting on
southern Sundan’s referendum vote for independence in January.
Bashir attended Kenya’s new constitution celebration in August, sparking criticism from the International
Criminal Court, which is seeking his arrest on charges of war crimes and genocide charges.
The ICC said Kenya has a “clear obligation” as a member of the court to cooperate in enforcing its arrest
warrants.
Kenya has defended its earlier decision saying the government did not want to threaten the stability of
Sudan or Kenya itself.
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Hirondelle News Agency
Thursday, 21 October 2010
Rwanda to summon American lawyer to face genocide denial charges
Rwandan Prosecutor General, Martin Ngoga said Wednesday that his country would summon American
lawyer Peter Erlinder, a defence counsel at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in the
coming few weeks to face charges of genocide denial.
‘'It is going to happen very soon. I would say in a couple of weeks,'' Ngoga told a press conference jointly
conducted by the Spokesperson of the ICTR, Roland Amoussouga.
Erlinder is lead counsel for genocide-convict Major Aloys Ntabakuze who has appealed against life
imprisonment sentence rendered by ICTR on December 18, 2008. His appeal is yet to be heard.
Ngoga's statement follows a recent decision by the Appeals Chamber of the Tribunal on a motion filed by
Ntabakuze.
‘'We have a substantive case against Erlinder,'' Ngoga pointed out , adding that ‘'genocide denial is not
acceptable. It doesn't matter wherever you come from.''
He explained that if Erlinder does not respond to the summons he would be a fugitive and Rwanda would
opt to use the Interpol, to track him down for his arrest. ‘'He is a lawyer and he knows the consequences
of jumping bail,'' he warned.
‘'We will proceed as planned to prosecute him for genocide denial and make sure that throughout the
process we are not infringing his functional immunity as defence lawyer of the ICTR,'' Rwandan
Prosecutor General emphasized.
In its decision of October 6, the Appeals Chamber recognized the functional immunity of the defence
counsels in the course of executing their duties in defence of their clients before the ICTR.
‘'The small reference to a particular document that was seen to be infringing his immunity will be
withdrawn from our charge sheet,'' Ngoga said.
Erlinder went to Rwanda to defend the opposition leader, Victoire Ingabire of unregistered United
Democratic Forces (UDF-Inkingi) party, who wished to run for presidency alongside President Paul
Kagame and who has herself been charged with genocide denial.
NI/FK/ER/GF
© Hirondelle News Agency
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Naharnet
Thursday, 21 October 2010
Yugoslavia Tribunal Prosecution Recalls Experience with Telecom Data, False Witnesses, Crime
Scene Tampering: Bellemare is Right!
Naharnet Special Report – The Hague:

The morning period of the second day of the
International Media Forum organized by the
Special Tribunal for Lebanon in the Dutch city
of The Hague was characterized by a visit to the
headquarters of the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.
The highlight of the visit was a demonstration
made by Bob Reed, Operations Officer in the
Office of the Attorney General to the
International Criminal Tribunal for War Crimes
in Former Yugoslavia.
The aforementioned presentation triggered a quest by the Lebanese journalists in an attempt to find
answers for the thorny questions the Lebanese are bickering about.
These questions are considered part of the junctures and essentials of the investigation conducted by
Danielle Bellemare, Prosecutor of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon probing the murder of ex-PM Rafik
Hariri and his companions.
In this regard, the following headlines must be contemplated:
1. Telecommunications Data: Asked whether investigations into crimes under the jurisdiction of the
tribunal he was part of had focused on telecom data, and whether the database of phone calls can be
considered as an evidence to be relied on in indicting individuals, the official at the prosecutor's office of
the Yugoslavia tribunal, Australian, said the investigations into the cases the tribunal was looking into had
not been based on the phone calls issue because it was not an element in the probe.
"Had they existed, we would've used them … and nothing prevents resorting to them (telecom data) in
other probes if they existed," he added, noting that before he joined the Yugoslavia tribunal, he had
managed during his tenure in Australia to unveil two major drug trafficking cells through analyzing the
database of phone calls.
After intercepting and monitoring phone calls, Reed added, an "empire" for drug trafficking and dealing
had been dismantled. The aforementioned database was used to unveil the cells and interrogate their
members in addition to being used, along with other material, as accusatory instruments and criminal
evidences, according to Reed.
2. False Witnesses: Asked whether the investigation had bumped at some stage into "false witnesses" who
had given incorrect information that led to misleading the probe, and whether those witnesses had
negatively affected the investigation's credibility and the indictment, the official at the prosecutor's office
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of the Yugoslavia tribunal said that such matters cannot affect the probe's credibility if it was based on
other data, presumptions and evidences that lead to the same result.
Reed added that the prosecutor can drop some testimonies and even presumptions from his indictment,
even during the trial, without that affecting the credibility of his indictment. But if the prosecutor was to
act against all individuals who give information he deems as incorrect, that would require him to
prosecute all defense witnesses because they usually contradict prosecution witnesses, said the official.
He clarified that the false witnesses to be prosecuted are the ones who appear before court and give their
false testimonies under oath, adding that only one person was tried over this charge before the Yugoslavia
tribunal, which gave him three months in prison.
3. Faltering with Crime Scene: Asked about faltering with the crime scene and whether the crimes
investigated by the Yugoslavia tribunal had witnessed such cases, and whether those responsible had been
prosecuted, the official at the prosecutor's office of the Yugoslavia tribunal said that a case of faltering
with the crime scene had been recorded during the Srebrenica massacres.
Reed noted that the then U.S. secretary of state, Madeleine Albright, had disclosed in the media pictures
of mass graves in that region. But the authorities, he added, moved the bodies buried in the mass graves to
other places after the news broke out.
"But the international investigators managed, through the advanced technologies they used, to find a link
between the Srebrenica mass graves and the unearthed bodies," he said, adding that "no matter how much
the perpetrators try to clean their crime scene, they can't remove all evidences."
Reed noted that the remnants of a blood drop for instance can lead to unveiling a lot of evidences. As to
trying those behind faltering with the crime scene in former Yugoslavia, he added, the international
tribunal did not look into the case, given that its jurisdiction was limited to probing the massacres as acts
of killing.
The Australian official noted that probing the act of faltering with the crime scene was under the
jurisdiction of the Sarajevo tribunal.
Lebanese journalists sought to project the controversial topics accompanying the investigation conducted
by STL Prosecutor Bellemare into the Hariri crime on the course of the investigation conducted by the
prosecutor of the Yugoslavia tribunal.
They tried to compare between the courses of the two probes and to anticipate the answers Bellemare is
supposed to present in his indictment regarding the telecom data, evidences and other information;
testimonies given by individuals whose "credibility is in question"; and the criminal liability of those
behind tampering with the crime scene.
If the Lebanese are divided, due to their political backgrounds, in tackling these issues and defining their
legal worth, that is because they read in conflicting political and factional books. However, the
international prosecutors seem to have one legal opinion in evaluating the questions being raised, even
without prior coordination, because they read in the same book of law, which has nothing to do with the
divides and disputes of the Lebanese.
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B92 News
Friday, October 22, 2010
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics-article.php?yyyy=2010&mm=10&dd=22&nav_id=70443
"Much more known" on Mladić whereabouts
Rasim Ljajić says that the state now knows much more about Ratko Mladić’s hiding than several months ago.

Rasim Ljajić (FoNet, file)

The head of the National Council for Cooperation with the Hague Tribunal told daily Večernje novosti that all
security services were making maximum effort in order to “complete” the job.
Ljajić pointed out that he “has been burned” before trying to assess when the remaining Hague fugitives could be
arrested and that he therefore did not wish to make any guesses now.
“All the talk about the Hague fugitives is pointless until we arrest them. It’s no good saying ‘we’re getting closer’,
‘we’re getting farther’, ‘we’re more optimistic’ anymore,” he explained.
When asked whether President Boris Tadić’s statement that it was only a matter of time when Mladić would be
arrested meant that the authorities knew that he was in Serbia, Ljajić said that nobody knew exactly where Mladić
was.
“If we knew 100 percent where he was, it would be finished soon. We are acting as if he were in Serbia and we are
conducting operations in accordance with that,” he pointed out.
He also stressed that he expected the talks about reconstruction of the government to begin.
The head of the National Council for Cooperation also said that he expected elections in the second half of 2012
because he did not see what could force early parliamentary elections.
Brammertz announces Belgrade visit
Chief Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) Serge Brammertz will
visit Serbia November 15, Special Adviser to the Prosecutor Frederick Swinnen told Tanjug on Thursday.
Brammertz is going to visit Belgrade in preparations of his semiannual report on Serbia's cooperation with the
Hague, which he is to present to the UN Security Council December 6.

